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MODULE 4

THE ROLE OF THE YOUTH FOR PEACE

Learning goals
What does being young involve when in front of violence and peace? In
this module we will understand the types of violence that young people
suffer and why it makes sense that they become promoters of a less
violent and more pacific world. The role of the youth for peace can be
boundless, but in this unit we will focus on some specific issues: those
that particularly affect young people.

Knowledge
— Learn basic data about the magnitude of violence upon children and youth.
— Get to know the UN Security Council 2250 Resolution on Youth,
Peace and Security, among other instruments.

Abilities
— Recognize the specificities of violence on and for the youth.
— Learn how to argue about the role of young people in violence and peace,
without mythifying it.

Attitudes
— Gain motivation to collaborate with peace initiatives promoted by youth
or addressed to young people.
— Agree to act for eradicating violence against young people.
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The role of the youth
for peace: What are
we talking about?
The impact of armed violence
on young people
Youth violence is often used to refer to the violence perpetrated by
young people. But we seldom hear about violence against youth:
children and young people also suffer specific types of violence which
other age groups do not receive.
In relatively pacific contexts, young people are subjected to experiences
with different degrees of violence, like domestic violence and sexual
abuse (between 10% and 20% of children undergo sexual abuse)
(Ubrich, Ardila, Bartolomé, 2017: 36). They also suffer the militarization
of discourses, are excluded from the right to participate in voting, they
are scarcely consulted in decision-making processes, etc.
In a context of armed conflict, the most serious violence that the
youth suffer are the recruitment and usage of child soldiers, murder
of children, sexual violence, attacks against schools and hospitals,
children kidnapping, and rejection of humanitarian aid (UN, 2013).
Young people are also an especially vulnerable population group in
relation to forced displacement: currently, around 50% of displaced
people and refugees all over the world are under age (UNHCR, 2018:
3) (for further information about displaced children and youth, see
Module 2).
Although suffering these specific types of violence, the youth is
frequently excluded from peace negotiations. Therefore, peace treaties
do not usually take specific measures toward young people in postwar contexts.
Among the aforementioned types of violence that especially affect
young people, in this unit we will emphasize two of them: the
recruitment and use of child soldiers, and the denial of their right to
conscientious objection.
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Child soldiers
A child soldier is a person under the age of 18 who is part of any
regular or irregular armed force in any role, which includes, amongst
others, cooks, porters, messengers, or any other person accompanying
an armed group, except for relatives.
As soldiers children are fearsome combatants because they have grown
up in extremely violent environments, and are usually crueler than adults.
As minors they are victims because they can be injured in combat,
mistreated by their superiors, suffer psychological disorders, have an
intellectual development deficiency due to trauma or not attending
school, and/or be victims of sexual aggressions (above all, girl soldiers).
Although it is difficult to know the exact figures, it is estimated that there
are 250 000 combatant minors, 40% of whom are girls (UNICEF, 2012:
1; Save the Children, 2018: 22). It is also believed that there are around
another 500 000 children who participate in tasks indirectly related to
war (espionage, kitchen work, sexual slavery, among others). They are
recruited both by governments (through the Army) and armed groups.
In some cases, these children are recruited by force, but in many other
cases young people enroll voluntarily to avenge a relative, defend an
ideology, or to get an income.

Denial of the right to conscientious objection
Young people are subjected to compulsory recruitment at the hands of
the states, and they also undergo a greater risk than adults to be coopted by armed groups or violent extremism cells. Many young people
all over the world who are recruited lose their right to go to school, have
job opportunities, and/or suffer sexual exploitation.
Conscientious objection is the recognition of the right to not obey a law
when it is against one’s own values. Generally, disobedience of laws is
not considered a right, but in some cases like in the fact of refusing to
kill, rights are recognized.
Conscientious objection to military service is the fact of refusing to
do military service for ethical reasons, religious, etc., and commit
oneself in exchange to do social service such as volunteering.
Insubordination is the rejection to do military service for ethical
reasons, religious, etc., and not doing an alternative social service,
because this would signify the existence of armies.
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Conscientious objection is not a new phenomenon (see figures 4.1
and 4.2). Currently, it is estimated that there are a thousand people
in prison for this reason. On the top of the list we find South Korea,
with over 600 imprisoned objectors (Amnesty International, 2015: 5).
A relevant antimilitarist movement was the insubordinate movement in
Spain which took place from the early 1980s until the abolition of the
draft in this country in 2001 – with a lot of men rejecting to serve both
through legal means (conscientious objectors to military service giving a
substitutionary service) or illegal (insubordinates, which rejected doing
a substitutionary social service).
The great majority of conscientious objectors in the world are men,
because in most countries it is men who are obliged to participate in
the military service. In those countries with compulsory military service
for women, there exist female objectors too, as in the case of Israel. In
countries where the military service is exclusively for men, women have
participated in support groups with imprisoned objectors.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
Sexist propaganda against
conscientious objectors
in First World War.
(On the right: the word
wrist alludes to the
expression limp wrist used
to contemptuously refer to
homosexuals.)
Sources:
worldwar1postcards.com

Obligatory military service still prevails in most countries (only 43
countries in the entire world abolished the draft). But in many regions
militarization goes far beyond recruitment, to also include the so-called
“culture of defense”. This strategy often involves propaganda by the
armed forces in schools and other educational centers (presence of
the armed forces at educational and children fairs to promote their
activities, military propaganda in schools through awards, scholarships,
and workshops or visits, educational resources which praise the armies,
etc.) in order to sell a positive image of the armies.
What international mechanisms exist to mitigate these types of violence
exercised on young people, and what channels do they have to
contribute to peacebuilding?
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The role of the youth for peace
The participation of young people in the context of peace has little
recognition, but it is not a new reality. Since the creation of the scouting
movements, the foundations of Service Civil International and War
Resisters’ International – among other internationalist movements of
youth for peace which have existed for decades –, young people have
shown their initiative abilities for peace.
Many times the youth have played an active role in rebuilding bridges
between countries and reconciliation of nations, thus showing their
ability for resilience and a greater ability than adults to turn the page
and meet the Other. It is not a coincidence that the youth associations’
movement is so active in exchanges and gatherings of young people.
However, young people are generally much less active in the field of
political incidence for peace.

1
The Protocol entered
into force in 2002, and has
currently been ratified by 170
states (besides these 170,
10 states have signed it but
not ratified, and 17 have not
signed nor ratified, according
to figures from the UN
Special Representative for
Children and Armed Conflict
consulted in April 2020).

There are several treaties that protect children and youth from the
aforementioned types of violence. The recruitment of children under 18
is forbidden by the Optional Protocol on the Involvement of Children
in Armed Conflict adopted in 2000. Given that the regulation already
exists1, the current challenge is to prevent and denounce the cases
in which armed groups or armies recruit these children by breaking
international laws.
One can also understand that conscientious objection to military
service is included in Article 18 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights when it states that "Everyone shall have the right
to freedom of thought, conscience and religion”. But in this case, there
are very few countries that recognize conscientious objection to military
service, and there is even less recognition of the right to conscientious
objection by active soldiers (soldiers who refuse to perform certain war
actions). These actions often result in prison for the objectors.
From a more constructive approach, and in relation to the action of
young people for peace, the UN Security Council Resolution 2250
on Youth, Peace and Security (2015) recognizes the growing social
and economic exclusion of the youth, and that young people usually
make up the majority of the population in countries affected by armed
conflicts. Moreover, the 2250 Resolution acknowledges the role of the
youth as actors for peace and prevention of violence, and for this reason
urges the UN states and agencies to include young people in peace
processes and disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration policies.
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Three years later, Resolution 2419 was adopted, also on Youth, Peace
and Security, which recognized the role of young people in peace
negotiations, and in the implementation of peace agreements and
prevention measures.
As shown in figure 4.3, Resolution 2250 on Youth, Peace and Security
demands a greater participation of young people in peace negotiations,
protection of children and youth from violence, prevention of violence,
partnerships to work in coordination with young peacebuilders, and the
disarmament and reintegration of young people.

Figure 4.3.
Summary of UNSCR 2250.
Source: Youth4Peace
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Despite the fact that Resolution 2250 does not have a deep gender
perspective, it briefly mentions this issue with a call for measures against
gender-based violence, as well as it encourages the inclusion of women
in the fight against violent extremism and promotes work with a gender
perspective (Weldeab, 2017:11).
Although the UN agencies which work for peace must follow the
recommendations made in 2015 for applying Resolution 2250, there
are few actors (agencies, countries) that actually apply it. Some of the
challenges for the application of Resolution 2250 are (Ortiz, 2016:3-5):
— Awareness raising to make the states known of the resolution;
— The fact that most states still consider youth as policy receptors,
and not as active subjects;
— Building alliances between youth organizations and alliances
between women’s organizations which promote Resolution 1325
(see Module 3);
— The financing of specific policies for the promotion of young
people as peacebuilders;
— Predisposition of other generations to hand over power space to youth;
— Recognition of diverse needs of youth depending on age, gender,
cultural origin, and others;
— Coordination of political actors.
For this reason, it is doubly important that young people learn about the
resolution’s content and demand its fulfillment.
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Self-study activity
1. Using the self-study activity in Module 1 about Culture of Peace, where you identified your
abilities as young peacebuilders (your abilities and the abilities of your youth group, activity 2
in Module 1), think of three or four messages that you could address to administrations in order
to spread the idea that young people can strongly contribute for peace. Create a poster with
these ideas.

2. Make a list of demands for the administrations of your choice (youth networks, district/
town/city council, regional or state administrations, etc.) about how you think they should
implement agenda 2250. Write a minimum of five points, and send it to an official of your
choosing who is responsible for the youth.
Demands for the administrations to put into effect the implementation
of Resolution 2250 on Youth, Peace and Security
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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What can you do about it?
Spread awareness about Resolution 2250 in Youth, Peace
and Security
In order to broadcast Resolution 2250, the UNOY organization has
developed “A Guide to UN Security Council Resolution 2250” for
young people, which explains the most important aspects of the
resolution. They have also created the website section “Take action”,
which contains a slide presentation to spread the resolution’s contents
and a letter to address the politicians of your own country (http://unoy.
org/en/2250-toolkit/#action). You can also create peace spaces in your
community, city, or country. The guide “Translating Youth, Peace &
Security Policy into Practice: Guide to kick-starting UNSCR 2250 Locally
and Nationally”, by UNOY and Search for Common Ground, can give
you a hint about how to create community processes of peacebuilding
in your own neighborhood.
Another way you can make good use of this material is to spread the
word and let people know about the obligation of the states, and other
actors, to guarantee spaces for the participation and promotion of youth
for peace.

Protest against the Army’s advertisements
With the purpose of recruiting more soldiers, the armed forces create
biased advertising about what being a soldier involves (does not
mention physical risks, cases of suicide or sexual abuse, presents armies
as humanitarian actors, etc.).
— Ask the advertiser to remove misleading information when you
see these advertisements of military propaganda.
— Give support to international campaigns or campaigns from other
countries against recruitment such as: Countering the Militarisation of
Youth, We Are Not Your Soldiers, or Before You Sign Up.

Protest against the presence of the armed forces at children
events or centers
Although the UN prohibits recruiting persons under age, in many countries
the armies spread propaganda to children and are present at youth
fairs to sell a better image of themselves to minors. There are different
initiatives (in Catalonia, Spain, South Korea, Germany, Greece…) that ask
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the armies not to advertise at educational fairs or in educational centers.
You can learn more about actions taken by the campaign Countering the
Militarisation of Youth related to education in this section. We encourage
you to find out whether there is an initiative close to your region and join
its actions to demilitarize educational spaces.

Write support letters to conscientious objectors
Different organizations develop lists of prisoners for peace so that you
can send support letters to them. In these online databases you will
find the necessary information (name, prison address, reason for being
imprisoned) to write to the prisoners.
— War Resisters’ International centralizes a database of conscientious
objector prisoners for peace.
— Israeli organization New Profile also gives information about Israeli
prisoners for peace.
To write to a prisoner, bear in mind these guidelines (recommendations
by War Resisters’ International):
— Be chatty and creative: send photos from your life or drawings.
— Let the prisoners know what you are doing to stop war and 		
war preparations.
— Think about what you would like to receive if you were in prison.
— Avoid writing anything that might get the prisoner into trouble.
— If you send a card, always put it in an envelope.
— Include a return name and address on the envelope.
— Try not to begin your correspondence with "You are so brave,
I could never do what you have done".
— Remember that the prisoner may not be able to reply.

Protest against the imprisonment of civilian
conscientious objectors
In many countries, the draft was abolished thanks to thousands of
objectors and insubordinates that preferred to go to prison rather than to
military service – in Spain this was made possible after 30 000 objectors
were imprisoned. To support the right to conscientious objection to
military service, subscribe to the alert system of the campaign Right to
Refuse to Kill. You can subscribe to receive alerts from War Resisters’
International (write your email address in the section “Subscribe”). Thus,
when there is a risk that a conscientious objector might be imprisoned,
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you will be able to send protest emails, letters, or faxes to the respective
addresses included in the alert.

Resist war taxes
Through paying taxes hidden in different budget lines we finance our
country’s military armament and interventions. By practicing War Tax
Resistance we can avoid our money being spent on the military. Look
for information on how to resist these types of taxes in your country
(for example, the War Resisters League wrote a guide about War Tax
Resistance in the USA).
As stated by SIOF, the Catalan Information Service for War Tax
Resistance: War Tax Resistance is the refusal to accept that conflicts
have to be solved by violent means like wars; negotiation is the only
way to achieve a pacific resolution of conflicts. Service Civil International
has historically promoted tax resistance, and SCI Catalunya participates
yearly in the local campaign to spread this type of civil disobedience.
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Other resources of interest

About youth and peacebuilding:
UNOY
Youth4Peace

About conscientious objection:
War Resisters’ International – The Right to Refuse to Kill
Men Who Said No

About militarization of youth and children soldiers:
Antimili Youth
Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict
Desmilitaritzem l’Educació Campaign
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